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Abstract

In recent years, topic detection has become a hot research point of the social network,
which can be very good to find the key factors from the massive information and thus
discover the topics. The traditional label propagation-based topic discovery algorithm
(LPA) is widely concerned because of its approximate linear time complexity and there is
no need to define the target function. However, LPA algorithm has the uncertainty and
the randomness, which affects the accuracy and the stability of the topic discovery. In this
paper, a method for clustering label words based on mutual information analysis is
presented to find the current topic. Firstly, through filtering the stop words and extracting
keywords with TF-IDF, topic words are been extracted out, and then a common word
matrix is built, a topic discovery algorithm based on mutual information and label
clustering is put forward. Finally, extensive experiments on two real datasets validate the
effectiveness of the proposed MI-LC (Mutual information-Label clustering) algorithm
against other well-established methods LPA and LDA in terms of running time, NMI
value and perplexity value.
Keywords: Dynamic social network, Topic discovery, Mutual information, Label
clustering

1. Introduction
In recent years, social networks have become an important platform for people to
exchange and share information, and their mode with the fission information sharing and
communicating promotes the users more quickly to gather around the common concerned
topics. Social network is a relatively stable relationship between individual members
because of the interaction. Social networks are often abstracted into a graph, in which
each person is represented with a node vertex and the relationships between people are
denoted with the edges. Topic discovery in the social networks is of great significance for
social network analysis.
With the research on the static properties about the social networks, researchers begin
to pay attention to the time features of the social networks [1]. How to investigate the
influence of time on the social networks and the changes of social networks with time
becomes the new research direction of the social network. Traditional online social
network topic detection is mainly based on the text topic extraction, lack of mining the
topic dynamic evolution characteristics [2]. In this paper, we study the dynamic evolution
of the topic sequence chain in the online social network. The paper uses the topic partition
algorithm based on the mutual information and label clustering to cluster the topic labels
in the social network, and get the data information in the social network. This research
can help people to obtain the topic contents in each period of the dynamic evolution
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accurately and completely, which is very important for the further research on the
dynamic social network.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows: a new method for measuring the
importance of nodes is presented firstly. Based on this, a new method for calculating the
class that each topic label should belong to is designed based on K-means algorithm.
Experiments show that the proposed MI-LC method can significantly improve the
accuracy of the topic label selection, and thus improve the accuracy and stability of the
topic discovery in each period.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: the second section introduces some
related works on the topic discovery under the online social network. The third section
elaborates the basic idea and the concrete steps of the proposed algorithm. The fourth
section is tested by the experiments on two real datasets. The fifth section summarizes the
work of this paper and looks forward to the next research direction.

2. Related Work
Hot topic detection can be traced to the task on topic detection and tracking (TDT),
which is composed of the four sub-tasks that are topic segmentation, topic detection, topic
tracking, and related topic discovery, among which, the topic detection task can be
subdivided into online topic detection and topic review discovery [3]. Over the past ten
years, a lot of social network topic discovery algorithms have been proposed out, the main
points are based on the optimization of community discovery method and the heuristicbased community detection [4]. Based on the optimization method, setting the objective
function and the optimal value of the iterative approximation function can realize the
community discovery, and the representative method includes the spectral method and the
module method [5].
In addition, there are some other effective methods. For example, in 2007, Raghavan et
al. proposed a fast topic discovery algorithm based on label propagation [6]. The
algorithm has linear time complexity and has good time efficiency in dealing with largescale network, and does not need to optimize the number and size of the community.
However, this algorithm is based on the process of iterative updating the labels of nodes,
the results are often unable to achieve the expected results, and there exist uncertainty and
randomness in the process of updating the node labels [7]. In recent years, different
scholars have improved the standard label propagation algorithm. Literature [8] extended
the label propagation algorithm and proposed a new algorithm for mining the overlapping
community structure. Literature [9] proposed a label propagation algorithm based on the
label influence, updating the labels of nodes when choosing the most influential label as a
new node, but this algorithm does not take into account the impact of different nodes on
the importance of community. Literature [10] proposed a node importance measurement
method, but did not take into account the impact of neighboring node aggregation
coefficient on the importance of nodes. Literature [11] proposes a node importance
measurement method based on degree and clustering coefficient, but has no effect on the
importance of nodes. However, to our knowledge, our work is the first attempt that
employs mutual information and label clustering to discover the topics dynamically under
the online social network.

3. Theoretical Foundation
3.1 Mutual Information and Self Information
In 1948, American mathematician Claude Elwood Shannon published a mathematical
communication theory, which marked the production of information theory [12]. Entropy
and mutual information were proposed out in this book, and these two concepts have
greatly promoted the algorithm of data mining. Mutual information is a kind of entropy
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application form, which can describe the information between two probabilities. And
mutual information can also be regarded as a random variable that contains information
about another random variable, so that the dependence between the two variables can be
determined by mutual information

x  ai in event set X is [12]:
I x (ai )   log Px (ai )

(1)

I ( X )   log P( X )

(2)

Self-information of event
That is:

n

Where,

ai  A  {a1 , a2 ,, an } , and

 P (a )  1
x

i 1

i

, 0  P( X )  1 . Self information

quantity I is required to be non negative value and is a random variable, I (X ) is a
monotonically decreasing function of P(X ) .
3.2 Information Entropy and Conditional Entropy
In order to reflect the uncertainty of the information source, information entropy is
defined. Information entropy is a quantity that is characterized by the mean value of the
information, which means that the average amount of information provided by each
source symbol in the source output. The entropy of discrete random variable X is defined
as the average value of the self information, which is represented by H (X ) [12].

H ( X )  E [ I ( x)]   p( x) I ( x)
p( x)

x

  p( x) log p( x)

(3)

x

That is:

H ( X )  H ( p1 , p2 , pn )
Where,

x  X  {x1 , x2 ,, xn }

(4)
I
(x
)
,
is the self-information of the event
n

E

x,
represents the average computing of the random variable p(x) ,
0  Pi  1
p( x)

 P 1
i 1

i

,

.
If the random variables X and Y are not independent of each other, the destination
receives information Y, then H(X|Y) is used to measure the conditional entropy. After the
information sink receives the random variable Y, the random variable X is still uncertain
[12].

H ( X | Y )   p( xy ) log p( xy )
x

y

  p( y )[ p( x | y ) log p( x | y )]
y

x

  p( y) H ( X | y)
y

H ( X | y)   p( x | y) log p( x | y)

Where,
specific value.

x

(5)
is the entropy of X when y takes a

3.3 Average Mutual Information
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Firstly, mutual information between set Y and event x  X is defined as follows [2]:

I ( x; Y )   p( y | x) log
y

p ( y | x)
p( y )

(6)
I
(x;
Y)
Where,
represents an average mutual information that is provided by event x
about the collection Y.
Secondly, the average mutual information between set X and set Y is defined as [12]:
I ( X ; Y )   p( x) I ( x; Y )
x

  p( x) p( y | x) log
x

y

  p( x) p( y | x) log
xy

p ( y | x)
p( y)

p( y | x)
 p ( x) p ( y | x)

(7)

x

3.4 Relationship between Average Mutual Information and Entropy
It is easy to prove that there exist the following relations between the average mutual
information and information entropy:

I ( X ;Y )  H ( X )  H ( X | Y )

(8)

I ( X ; Y )  H (Y )  H (Y | X )

(9)

I ( X ; Y )  H ( X )  H (Y )  H ( XY )

(10)

Relationship between average mutual information and entropy is shown in Figure1:
H(X)

H(X|Y)

H(Y)

I(X;Y)

H(Y|X)

H(X,Y)

Figure 1. Relationship between Average Mutual Information and Entropy

3.5 Constructing the Topic Time Series Relation Chain
Under the online social network, when studying the topic discovery, the topic time
series relation chain is firstly proposed. Suppose the topic time series chain is an
undirected graph

G  (V , Rsem , Rtime )

, in which, the collection V contains all the nodes

data under the online social network,

Rsem

represents the semantic relationship between

R

the nodes, tim e denotes the temporal relations of the edges, which can be regarded as a
time stamp symbol on the edge. Time series relationship chain is shown in Figure 2:
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t=0

……

t=2

t=1

t=n

Temporal relations of edges
Semantic relations between
nodes

Figure 2. Graph on the Topic Time Series Chain under the Social Network

4. The Proposed Algorithm
In this paper, a new method based on mutual information and label clustering is
proposed that is abbreviated as MI-LC, which is based on the measuring the node
importance and clustering the labels. The relative concepts are introduced as follows:
4.1 Measuring the Node Importance
Suppose each vertex is composed of many labels and the label set is denoted as
L  {L1 , L2 , , Ln }
, in which, every sub-label is discrete and these discrete values can be
mapped to a continuous value space

v1  v2 

vm

.

V  {v1 , v2 ,, vm }

V  {v1 , v2 ,, vm }

VAi  {vi1 , vi 2 ,, vik }

And
, that is

VAi  V

is

.

According to the thoughts of mutual information,
to belong to the classification
column

Li

and row

vij

C  {c1 , c2 ,, ct }

set

a

sub-set

of

are calculated

. The computing formula is as follows:

p(ck | vij )

computed,

Num[ Ai ][vij ]

ck

p(ck )

then

. Firstly, the number of samples

Num[ Ai ][vi j ][ck ]

belongs to the class
shown in the formula (12).

ck

p(ck | vij ) 
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p(ck | vij )
(11)

is the conditional probability that the value

belongs to the category
is

as

, and then fill in the corresponding

ck

Ai

regarded

VAi  {vi1 , vi 2 ,, vik }

Nimp ( Li , vij )  I (vi j ; C )   p(ck | vij )log
Where,

, which is stipulated that

that

vij

Num[ Ai ][vij ]

the

of attribute

in the training

number

is also calculated, finally we obtained

of

samples

p(ck | vij )

as

Num[ Ai ][vi j ][ck ]
Num[ Ai ][vi j ]

(12)
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4.2 Label Clustering of Vertices Based on K-Means Algorithm
The bigger the node importance, the greater the influence on other nodes, the more
easily the labels of the nodes are transmitted. Therefore, when clustering the labels, the
importance of nodes and the close degree of nodes should both be considered. In this
paper, K-means algorithm is adopted to perform label clustering. K-means is kind of
clustering algorithm based on the distance, which adopts the distance as the evaluation
index, that is, the closer the distance between the two topic label, the greater the degree of
similarity. The proposed algorithm on label clustering is as follows:
Input: the label clustering number K, as well as a matrix containing i  j topic labels.
Output: K topic label clustering to meet the minimum standard of variance.
The algorithm process is as follows:

V

(1) Randomly select the K topic labels from the ij topic labels as the centroids.
(2) According to the sample designation, the K representative sample labels are
selected as the centroids of the initial class. Measuring the distance between the remaining
topic labels with each centroid, and dividing the topic labels into the class including the
nearest centroid point. The adopted distance calculation method is Euclidean distance.
Euclidean distance is computed as follows:
k

V 

 (x

i 1 x j V j

j

 i ) 2



(13)
Vj

xj

Where, i denotes the ith clustering center,
is every topic label in the vertex .
(3) Recompute the centroid of each class which has been obtained. Redetermine the K
class centroids and calculate the mean value of the K variables, and the mean points are
regarded as the centroids of the K class.
(4) Step 2 and step 3 are iterativly performed until the new centroid is equal to the
original centroid or less than a given threshold, the algorithm terminates.
4.3 Algorithm Implementation
Combined the nodes importance with the label similarity, the proposed topic discovery
algorithm MI-LC based on mutual information and label clustering is designed and the
detailed algorithm is as follows:
(1) Initialize the topic labels of each vertex v V ;
(2) According to the formula (11), the importance of each vertex is calculated, and the
nodes are sorted from high to low according to the importance of nodes and produce the

V   {v , v ,, vn }

1 s
ordered lists
(3) Iteration number t=1;

, among them,

S (v1 )  S (vs )   S (vn )

;

v V 

(4) For any i
, the topic label is updated as its nearest neighbor label with kmeans algorithm based on Section 4.2:
According to the formula (13), the iteration and updating process of topic labels are
executed. During the process of iteration, each vertex adopts the most adjacent centroid
to update its own label. If there exist two or more centroids for the equal nearest value,
then randomly selecting one as the label of the vertex.
The topic labels are updated asynchronously, each topic label is jointly determined by
the iteration in time t and the iteration in time t-1, the formula is as follows:

Lx (t )  f ( Lxm1 (t  1),, Lxmn (t  1)),
Lxm ( n 1) (t ),, Lxmk (t )), xm  ver( x)
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L (t )

Where, x is the topic label of the vertex x in the iteration in time t, ver(x) is the
adjacent vertex set of vertex x .
(5) If the number of iterations t  max Iter or the topic label of each vertex is the
maximum value of the label, the vertex with the same label is placed in the same topic,
and the algorithm terminates; otherwise t  t  1 , then return step (4).

5. Experimental Results and Analysis
5.1 Experimental Datasets and Experimental Environment
In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed MI-LC algorithm, we select two
different real social networks, which are DBLP and People's news network
(http://www.peoplenews.com.cn/), respectively. The first data set extracted from DBLP is
a paper collaboration network on computer science field, each vertex represents an author
of the paper and there exist collaborative relationship between the authors. The second
data from People's news network is a news sharing social network, in which, each vertex
denotes the corresponding user and each edge represents the relationship between the
vertices. The detailed information on two data sets is shown in Table 1:
Table 1. The Detailed Information of Two Experimental Datasets
Dataset

Vertex

Edge

Type

DBLP

262,056

1,023,241

Collaborative
net

People News Net

183,523

981,561

Social
Network

Inter (R) Core (TM), CPU@3.30Ghz, i3-2120 and RAM 3GB are configured as
hardware environment, and the software adopts Windows Microsoft 7.0. All algorithms
are implemented with Java language and are tested on the JDK 7 platform.
5.2 Evaluation Metrics
5.2.1 Normalized Mutual Information NMI
NMI (Normalized Mutual Information) is a method based on the information theory to
measure the similarity of two methods, which is widely used and has the reliability [13].
In the experiment, LPA [6] algorithm and LDA [14] algorithm are compared in NMI
value and running time. In order to overcome the randomness of the algorithm, the
average value of the results of all the experiments are taken for the 50 times. The
maximum iteration number of the algorithm is 100. NMI is defined as:

NMI ( X | Y )  1  [ H ( X | Y )  H (Y | X )] / 2

（9）

Among them, X is a collection of all real topics under online social network, Y is a
collection of all prediction topics, H ( X | Y ) is the normative conditional entropy of X
on Y .
5.2.2 Perplexity Value
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The model can be well modeled in the existing data, but whether it has the same effect
on the non observational data, which depends on their generalization ability. The
perplexity degree of a discrete probability distribution is defined as [15]:

2

2

H ( p)

 x p ( x ) log2p ( x )
(10)

Where, H(p) is the entropy of the distribution of the events in x ranges. Perplexity of a
random variable x may be defined as the perplexity of the distribution over its possible
values x.
5.3 Experimental Results Analysis
5.3.1 Experimental Results Analysis on NMI Value
The operating time and NMI value of different algorithms are shown in Figure3 and
Figure4 with the change of the amount of nodes. From Figure3, it can be observed that,
similar with LPA and LDA, there also exists an approximate linear relationship between
running time and the number of nodes in the proposed MI-LC algorithm under datasets
DBLP and people's news network. The importance of nodes needs to be calculated and the
label clustering needs to be processed, which result in that the time efficiency of the
algorithm is slightly lower than the LPA and LDA. Although the time efficiency of LPA
and LDA algorithm is slightly better than the MI-LC algorithm, it can be seen from
Figure4 that they are inferior to the MI-LC algorithm in the quality and stability on topic
discovery. This is mainly due to during the process of topic discovery, the close degree
between nodes and the importance of nodes are comprehensively considered, which
improve the stability and accuracy of the algorithm compared with LPA and LDA.

(a) On DBLP Dataset

(b) On People's News Network Dataset

Figure3. Operating Time Comparison of MI_LC, LPA and LDA
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(a) On DBLP Dataset
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(b) On People's News Network Dataset

Figure 4. Comparison of NMI Value on MI_LC, LPA and LDA
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5.3.2 Model Generalization Capability Analysis about Perplexity Value
Here we randomly divided the original data into five parts, each of which takes one of
part as the test set, and the rest as the training set. According to the number of topics, the
average perplexity values are calculated in five cases. Table 2 and Table 3 provide the
perplexity values in the number of K corresponding to the topic. From Table 2 and Table 3,
it can be seen that the perplexity values of MI-LC algorithm outperform those of LPA and
LDA, which shows that the generalization ability of MI-LC model is better than that of
LPA and LDA. Otherwise, the perplexity values of LPA are also slightly better than LDA
model. In comparison, the topic discovery model based MI-LC algorithm has a better
generalization ability for non observational data compared with LPA and LDA model.
Table 2. Perplexity Value Comparison among MI-LC, LPA and LDA on DBLP
Dataset
Models
MI-LC

LPA

LDA

10

2534.21

2346.18

2305.03

20

2413.78

2215.56

2145.89

30

2267.23

2136.32

2005.29

40

2109.16

2001.23

1999.34

50

1999.34

1997.26

1996.06

K

Table 3. Perplexity Value Comparison among MI-LC, LPA and LDA on
People's News Dataset
Models
MI-LC

K

LP
A

LDA

10

2682.15

2476.11

2214.10

20

2588.37

2381.52

2008.56

30

2459.01

2275.78

1999.05

40

2223.56

2193.17

1997.61

50

2135.68

2007.35

1994.95

In a word, on the one hand, MI_LC algorithm considers the importance of nodes,
which makes the nodes with higher importance impact the nodes with lower importance.
On the other hand, MI_LC algorithm takes into account the label clustering, which
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improves the accuracy of label selection, the quality and stability of the topic discovery
under the social network.

6. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we investigated the problems of the traditional label propagation
algorithm and proposed a new reliable topic discovery algorithm based on mutual
information and label clustering named MI-LC under dynamic social network. Through
theoretical analysis and comparative experiments on two real data sets, the proposed
algorithm MI-LC can significantly improve the accuracy and stability of topic discovery.
However, the proposed MI-LC algorithm has some shortcomings that need to be
improved, which is also our next research direction. The existed disadvantages are as
follows: Firstly, during the process of label clustering, the number of initial clustering
centers K should be given in advance. It is very difficult to estimate K value, and how to
select the appropriate K is one of our research directions. Secondly, from the framework
of MI-LC algorithm, it can be seen that the algorithm needs to be adjusted the sample
classification, so when the volume of data is very large and the time cost is very large, the
time complexity of the algorithm needs to be analyzed and improved.
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